Summary

creator: Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832

title: Johann Wolfgang von Goethe poems and miscellany

date: 1821-1886

size: .1 linear feet (1 folder)

abstract: Consists of several brief notes written by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, mostly relating to social engagements, and manuscript copies of verses "Reichthum und Blute," and "Der Gute Schenke Spricht," which notes that it is a translation from the Latin. Also present are tickets to an 1886 event hosted by the Goethe-Gesellschaft in Weimar. In German

access: Advance notice required.

physical location: MssCol 4413

preferred citation: Johann Wolfgang von Goethe poems and miscellany, Manuscripts and Archives Division, The New York Public Library

Custodial History

Material in the collection was originally received as part of the Ford and Herter collections.
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